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SCIENCE POLICY BULLETIN

The Bulletin, published bimonthly, reports the current literature in the
area of science and public policy. The coverage encompasses both "policy for
science" and "science for policy" matters. For brevity, "science" is used to
denote engineering, technology, and science.

The Bulletin is intended for individuals engaged in studying, formulating,
or implementing public policy relating to science and its use. The purpose of
the Bulletin is to aid such individuals by alerting them to new additions to the
science policy literature.

The information presented in the Bulletin consists principally of a
bibliographic listing of current publications in the area. In addition, major
meetings and other events in the subject area are reported.

The bibliography, although covering a broad topical scope, is selective
in that publications of a highly technical and narrowly specialized nature are
excluded.

The bibliographic information is presented under a number of topical
categories. Each cited publication is recorded under a single category; cross
indexing is not used. The numbering of publications under each category runs
consecutively through all issues of the Bulletin, so that a given number refers
to only one citation.

Copies of the listed publications are not available through Battelle but
can normally be obtained from the originating agency.

The contribution of information to the Bulletin as well as suggestions
and comments on its content, coverage, and format are solicited. All cor-
respondence should be addressed to:

BATTELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE
Columbus Laboratories

505 King Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43201

Attention: Dr. Robert W. Brainard
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ITEMS OF SPECIAL INTEREST

"Science and the Human Condition" is the title of a major
symposium held at the University of Illinois from November 29 to

December 2, 1967. Over a hundred distinguished scholars from the
sciences, education, and humanities participated in the four-day

program.

"The symposium arose from a conviction that university
education at present fails to provide an adequate foundation for

responsible citizenship in the modern world." Changes "in the human

condition, so unique to our time, originate in large part in the rapid

growth of science and technology. A corresponding adaptation of human

institutions requires a thorough awareness of both the nature and

inherent limitations of modern science. Such awareness may indeed be

rapidly becoming a precondition for the exercise of responsible citizen-

ship. Preparation for living in an 'age of science' must become an

integral part of the educational process: in the formal framework,

from elementary school through graduate school, and through communica-

tion with the public at large. Without such efforts the role of the

responsible citizen inherent in our democratic society may become

seriously diminished."

The objective of the symposium was to "develop a basis for

an appropriate integration of an awareness of science and its impli-

cations within the humanities and social sciences". Toward this end,

six working groups, representing different fields, were formed to

develop statements for general circulation that would include "the

relevance of science and technology to the particular field",

"guidelines for the inclusion of appropriate factual and conceptual

material in the general curriculum", and an annotated bibliography

providing sources for implementing the guidelines, as well as for

general background.

The symposium program included three keynote lectures,

discussions of the keynote topics, the six working groups, and a plenary

session to hear the reports of the working groups:

Keynote Lectures:

"Science and the Human Condition" - I. I. Rabi,

University Professor, Columbia University

"The World of Science and the Scientist's World" -

Polykarp Kusch, Professor of Physics,

Columbia University



disclosure of the facts and adequate public discussion", and the
making of decisions regarding technological programs by "small, closed
circles of specialists". Suggests that en independent, objective body
is needed to assess the social costs of technology, and outliL7. the
role that lawyers might play in this process.

44. Greenberg, D. S., "Ito Time for Science to Act Its Political Age",
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, v. 23, no. 8, October 1967, pp. 36.37.

"In the first two decades after World Mu' II, political good fortune -
luck came easily to the scientific community, and, as a consequence,
science had neither the need nor the incentive to develop the
political instincts and mechanisms commonplace in other segments of
our society. ." The linkage between science and government
developed "because the war had demonstrated the value of science
and technology", not because of the scientific camanity exercising
its political power, nor because of any "sophisticated notions of
the role of research in modern society". The changing times are
reflected in a recent statement by the deputy director of (?ST:
science scan no longer hope to exist, among all human enterprises:
through some mystique, without constraints or scrunity in term of
national goals, and isolated from the competition for allocation of
resources which are finite.* To deal with the new climate,
"scientists themselves ought to get a better idea of just what
science is all about", and "the calamity that administers science
in Washington should. .break out or the professional as well as social
isolation that generally characterizes Ito" "Science has to do a
better job of mkt% known it values, its needs, and its vulnerabilities;
it has to understand that Congress is not simply a bank to which
it presents withdrawal. slips."

45. Greenberg, D. S., "The Politics of Pure Science", Rem
November, 1967, pp. 62-69.

Preview of Greenberg's book, to be published In 1968 (by
New American Library), on "the political behavior of
science, both in its relations with the nonscientific
world and in its internal aspects."

46. Heilbroner, R. L., "Do Machines Make History?", Technology and Culture,
v. 8, no. 3, %Ally 1967, pp. 335-345.

An examination of "the effect of technology in determining the
nature of the socioeconomic order", and implications for the future.
Conclusions include: there is a roughly ordered "sequence to
technological development. ." and ."a necessitous path over
which technologically developing societies must travel"; "a given
technology imposes certain social and political characteristics

upon the society in which it is found"; "technology takes on a

special significs.nce in the contest of capitalism - or, for that

matter, of a socialism based on maximizing production or minimizing

costs. Fos in these societies, both the continuous appearance of

technical advance and its diffusion throughout the society assure

the attributes of autonomous process, *mysteriously' generated by

society and thrust upon its members in a meumner as indifferent as

7



BIBLIOGRAPHY

I GENERAL

30. Homan Values and Advancing Technology, ccmpiled by C. P. Hall,
Friendship Press, New York, 1967, 1/5 pp.

This book presents five main addresses given at the National
Consultation on Technology and Human Values held in Chicago,
Illinois, May 2-4, 1967: "Technology and Hunan. Values: This
American Moment" Huston Smith; "Compassion or Destruction: Our
Immediate Choice" Robert Theobald; "Hunan Values in an Evolving
World" Theodosius Dobzhansky; "Brain Technology and Psychocivili-
zation" Jose' M. R. Delgado; "TwentyFirst Century Institutions:
Prerequisites for a Creative and Responsible Society" Donald M.
Michael. The volume also includes working group reports on:
"Technology and the World Population - Hunger Problem", "Technology
and the WorkIncome Issue", "Youth and the Impact of Technology",
"Technology and Urban Issues", "Technology and Man =s Nature",
and "Technology and. Means Relation to His Natural Environment".

31. "Forecasting the Future", Science Journal, v. 3, no. 10, October 1967,
155 pp.

A special issue devoted to "the new field of technological,
forecasting". Includes: "The Future of Future Research"
Robert Jungk, "Forecasting the Future" Erich au2tsch,
"Science" Olaf Helier, "Energy" - Ali Bulent Cambel,
"Automation" 118.8921 Ozbekhan, "Communication" John R. Pierce,
"Space" Robert C. Seamans, Jr., "Transport" Gabriel Bouladon,
"Food" Robert U. Ayres, "Materials" William L. Sweger,
"Population" Roger Revelle, "World Futures" Herman Kahn.

32. "Science Dilemma: Co cater versus Copyright" Scientific Research, v. 2,
no. 10, October 1967, pp. 36.38.

A brief statement on the status of the proposed revisions to the
copyright law that deals with the "property rights of the authors
and publishers of scientific, papers, journals and books stored in
con:esters", and the positions of interested parties.

33. "Science Policy Information 3", Directorate for Scientific Affairs,
Organisation for Economic Co- operation and Development, Paris,
no. 22913, October 1967, 105 pp.

Science policy news, information, and abstracts from OECD
countries and international program.
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AI The Science of Science Foundation Newsletter, v. II, no. 4
October 1967, 12 pp.

The bimonthly Newsletter "is concerned with topics of Interest in
the field of the science of science", and includes activities
of the Foundation, news, and reports dealing with sale=
policy matters.

35. "Toward the Year 2000: Work in Progress", ritEIALUS, V. 96, Z. 3,
Sumner 1967, pp. 639-1002.

A record of the work in progress by the Antricen Academes Commission
on the Year 2000. The COMIlieSi011 is "an effort to indicate how the
future consequences of present public-policy decisions, to anticipate
future problems, and to begin the design of alternative solutions so
that our society has more options and can sake a moral choice, rather
than be constrained, as is so often the case when problems descend
upon us unnoticed and demand en immediate response". The record
includes transcripts of the working sessions, and essays on
specific problems and topics (e.g., mechardsms for planning and
predicting, urban development, education, religion, psychology,
communication, and the future international system).

36. Boulding, K. E., "Dare We Take the Social Sciences Seriously?" /aerie=
Behavioral Scientist, v. 10, no. 10, June 1967, pp. 12.16.

A discussion of science as a subculture, the ell! .14.1arities and
differences between the physical, natural, and social sciences, the
subject matter and developmental status of the different social
sciences, the possibly premature specialization and separation of
the social sciences, examples of "policies of government in which
the failure to recognize that what was Involved was essentially a
social system has led if not to disaster to at least gross
inefficiency", and the need for "social data stations" to collect
data continuously on the "sociosphere". The answer to the two
questions of could and should we take the social sciences seriously,
is a firaative both instances. Discusses the mangy,

aechaniszs, and "Images" necessary for the effective development and
use of the social. sciences, the impact of the social. sciences (e.g.,
they "present such more of a challenge and a problma to the politician
than do the physical or biological sciences"), and the fundamental
dilemma confronting the social sciences of how to "find a niche in
the power structure which does not confine or corrupt its occupant".

37. Calder, N., "idlat is Future Research?", New Scientist, v. 36, no. 570,
November 9, 1967, pp. 354-355.

Defines and discusses "Future Research" and some of the current
activity in the area. "'Future research, is the systematic
study of trends and goals, in the technological and social
sphueso for periods of a decade or more into the future".
"Spontaneously and largely independentay, individuals and groups
from many disciplines have begun serious programmes of future
research". "One can recognize two main strands, corresponding
to the social sciences on the one hand and the natural sciences

4
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and technology on the other--the former confronted with the
social times raised by economic development, technological
change, and domestic and international strife; the latter
anticipating a bewildering change of possible applications of
science". "Technological forecasting is the department of
future research that has so far emerged most strongly."
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no. 70, October 1967, pp. 51, 52, and 59-60.

The intemitr of science--"the internal structure and required pro-
cedures of science" that "influence the behavior of the individual
scientist"--is being eroded "under social and political pressures".
Government secrecy in connection with biological warfare research
and the Starfish Pro ect are given as an example of the "erosion".
Discusses the n ror getting the "issues across to the public,
which after all must make the value judgments", in order to avoid
risking "the future of the world on the moral wisdom of a few
technologists"; the increasing involvement of scientists in informing
the public; and the author's position on molecular biology and some
of its practical implications.

39. Daddario, E. Q., "A Challenge to the Scientific Community", Remarks at
the Autumn Meeting of the National Academy of Sciences, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, October 23, 1967, 5 pp.

Remarks include: the pivotal and complementary roles of science and
government in attacking our mounting problems; the competition for
limited resources and the need to establish rational priorities;
the need for scientists to recognize the political facts of life;
the lack of effective liaison between science and the legislature;
the need to tighten "relationships of science and technology with
every part of our national life"; the prejudices og legislators and
those of scientists that prevent cooperation; the responsibility of
science to identify and adapt to the shifting needs of society; and
the need for scientists to "get further into the act" of dealing
with our national problems.

Ito. de Sone, Price, D. J., "Nations Can Publish Or Perish", Science and
Technology, no. 70, October 1967, pp. 814.88, and 90.

An analysis of scientific output, in ter of published technical
papers, and its relationship to (SIP, population, and per capita
income. Conclusions include: the extent and direction of basic research
is tied directly to overall economic wealth, rather than to
nationalistic goals or practical considerations; "it is only in
applied science and technology that activities are disproportionally
distributed amongst the nations° And directly tied to national
goals"; "there is a universal admission price to the scientific
arena" which at present "costs about 0.7% of moss national product,
and the price will double in the next ten years"; "a genuine
scientific effort requires about 0.7% of national wealth. With few

exceptions, countries either participate in basic science to this

extent or they stay out of the race completely"; in "the applied
fields of research and development there is a real ceiling on size



not effort,.. .about four times that devoted to basic research"; and
"while nations can have little direct effect on the nix of scientific
specialists, they can have a major influence on the specific
directions of their work - especially in applied R&D".

41. Dubai.I R. J., "Scientists Alone Can't Do the Job", Saturday Review, v. 50,
no. 48, December 2, 1967, pp. 68.71.

Excerpts frost a series of lectures collectively titled "Science and
Human Affairs" sponsored by Columbia University's Institute for the
Study of Science in Human Affairs: "the effects of modern science
and technology reach suddenly into the physical and mental lives
of. .people and affect slantltaneously all aspects of society"; the
"most hopeful aspect of the science-society interplay is. 0 .the
soul-searching which is going on at present within the scientific
calamity"; science is issuing many "prailssory notes", in order to
obtain public funds for research, for the solution of "practical
problems at the expense of disinterested knowledge"; "science is
betraying its ideals by accepting the mores of this marketplace ";
a more sophisticated knowledge of social needs is required "if we
want science to fulfill its social role"; the "technological fix"
and piece meal engineering "engages society in channels from which
it cannot escape, end that lead to disaster"; science cannot define
or impose social goals and values, but it can contribute "by providing
a more factual basis for options"; "it is essential that the public.
participate in the formulation of the overall strategy of scientific
research"; and science would benefit from the kind of "evaluation
that professional critics give to other human activities."

42. Fremnan, Cr., "Research ons", v. 158, na. 3800,
October 27, 1967, pp. 116=s

Discusses the inadequacies of R&D expenditures as meaningful
indicators of "technology gaps", the need to distinguish
invention from innovation, the development lead times in the
U. S., U.S.S.R. and the U.K0 and their bases, the conditions
for innovation and diffusion, and the need for industrialized
countries to strengthen the "problem-solving capacity" of
underdeveloped countries.

43. Green, H. P., "The New Technological Era: A View from the Law", Bulletin
of the Atonic Scientists, vo 23, no. 9, November 1967, pp. 12-18.

"Our national commitment to technological advance seam irre3tible,
irrevocable, and irreversible." "Can our legal system impose effective
social control over new technologies before they inflict substantial
or even irreparable injury upon society?" The rapidity of technological
innovation, especially when supported on a massive scale by the Federal
government, often produces social iproblems before the legal system
can create new rules of law adequate to deal with the problems; and,
the courts tend to rely on the government's expertise. .regarding the
hazards of the technology and the causal relationships between
technology and particular injuries". The radiation-producing tech-
nology is examined in detail to illustrate the prevalent public
policies with respect to technology. Consents on the lack of "candid
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disclosure of the facts and adequate public discussion", and the
making of decisions regarding technological programs by "small, closed
circles of specialists". Suggests that an independent, objective body
is needed to assess the social costs of technology, and outliL7. the
role that lawyers might play in this process.

44. Greenberg, D. S., "It' Time for Science to Act Its Political Age",
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, v. 23, no. 8, October 1967, pp. 36-37.

"In the first two decades after World War II, political good fortune -
luck - came easily to the scientific community, and, as a consequence,
science had neither the need nor the incentive to develop the
political instincts and mechanisms commonplace in other segments of
our society " The linkage between science ant government
developed "because the war had demonstrated the value of science

and technology", not because of the scientific commanity exercising

its political power, nor because of any "sophisticated notions of
the role of research in modern society". The changing times are

reflected in a recent statement by the deputy director of OM:
science "cm no longer hope to exist, among all human enterprises,
through some mystique, without constraints or scrunity in terms of
national goals, and isolated from the competition for allocation of
resources which are finite.' To deal with the new climate,
"scientists themselves ought to get a better idea of just what
science is all about", and "the community that administers science

in Washington should. .break out of the professional as well as social

isolation that generally characterizes it,." "Science has to do a

better job of making known it values, its needs, and its vulnerabilities;

it has to understand that Congress is not simply a bank to which

it presents withdrawal slips."

45. Greenberg, D. S., "The Politics of Pure Science", njw

November 4, 1967, pp. 62-69.

Preview of Greenberg's book, to be published in 1968 (by

New American Library), on "the political behavior of

science, both in its relations with the nonscientific
world and in its internal aspects."

46. Heilbroner, R. L., "Do )chines Make History?", Technology and Culture,

v. 8, no. 3, July 1967, pp. 335-345.

An examination of "the effect of technology in determining the

nature of the socioeconomic order", and implications for the future.

Conclusions include: there is a roughly ordered "sequence to

technological, development. ." and ."a necessitous path over

which technologically developing societies must travel"; "a given

technology imposes certain social and political, characteristics

upon the society in which it is found"; "technology takes on a
special significance in the contest of capitalism - or, for that

matter, of a socialism based on maximizing production or minimizing

costs. F03; in these societies, both the continuous appearance of

technical advance and its diffusion throughout the society assume

the attributes of autonomous process, layeteriowsl,y1 generated by

society and thrust upon its members in 111. manner as indifferent as



it is imperious "; "technol 1*

bless of a certin 3 77;; c )3
Ye I rr en, . :l./L

o BOC e p . - mar 77 orces is now on the
wane, but its subservience to the Impetus of the scientific ethos
is on the rise. .Fran what we can foretell about the direction
of this tmehmolonima AAvAnnA AnA +km. galeAmemtipuma it t

implies, the pressures in the future will be toward a society
marked by a such greater degree of organization and deliberate
control"; "technological determinism. ..will remain germane until
there is forged a degree of public control over technology far
greater than anything that now exists".

47. Helmer, 0., "Science", Science Job. v. 3, nos 10, October 1967,
pp. 4953.

Some predictions from the Delphi technique for the year 2000;
10 million scientists and engineers in the U. S., and 25 million
world-wide; scientific and engineering productivity will rise
by a factor of 10; the "purists' motto of 'science for science's
sake' will carry less weight than the pragmatist's 'science for
society's sake"; "the growing ability to do something about
the future, from which the scientific community's new sense of
social responsibility derives, will case to full fruition"; "the
beginning of a true symbiosis between man and machine, where in a
very real sense man's intelligence will be enhanced"; the social
sciences will adopt ."an interdisciplinary systems approach to
the solution of socio-political problem" which "may even equal
or exceed in importance that of the achievements credited to the
technologies arising out of the physical sciences". Includes a
table of major breakthroughs expected by a panel of 20 experts.

48. Lear,17., "Policing the Consequences of Science", Saturday Review, V. 50,
no. 48, December 2, 1967, pp. 65-67.

A continuation of the report on the "developing struggle between the
traditions of science and the traditions of democracy", Including
some measures that are being taken to police the social consequence
of science and technology. Includes excerpts from the exchange between
the editorial position of Science and Rep. Fountain concerning his
critical attack on NIB; a deThilrrription of the new "Board of Medicine"
created by the National. Academy of Sciences to look into as for
more effective application of biomedical knowledge "to critical human
needs", and to examine the potential personal and social consequences
of new capabilities in this area; and the planned publication of a
new journal devoted to forecasting technological advances and
exploring the "social and environmental changes resulting from these
new technological advances".

49. Matveyev, A., "UNESCO and the Natural Sciences", UNESCO Chronicle, v. 13,
no. 5, Nay 1967, pp. 200205.

8



A broad review of UNESCO's 19-million dollars a year science program
that is "aimed at advancement of science and its application to
development". Includes a discussion of the priorities, the
criteria in defining these priorities used in UNESCO's program,
along with a brief description of the three parts of the program:
science policy (to assist nations in gaming their scientific
organization j; advancement of science (concentration on priority
sectors, clevelornenernat o cooperation, strengthening

of1A...1.... 1.....iwour. TWLICAII rhino; +lid. sra-volA of Ammumill- Ammlleation ofva .Lasika amo vw1UNiall valksaihrhno wile.§. the ....... educe)
science to development.

50. Mendelsohn, E. L., "The Confrontation of Science, Technology and Modern
Society", Co oCivilization 4 Scott, Foresmen, and Company,
Glenview, Mino T.

"By splitting the atom, science achieved a relevance to the life and
death of human societies from which it is impossible to retreat.
The two massive scientific efforts to the last 25 years the science
of warfare and the science of space and the 2 major scientific
questions of the present and future - automation and biomedical
advances will provide the najor examples of the intertwinings of
science and society in the pages that follow." Considers the scientific
conscience and the responsibility of scientists in public policy.

51. Mesthene, E G., Technology end Social Change, BobbsMerrill Company, Inc.,
Indianapolis, Indiana, 1967, a pp.

"The essays collected in this wall volume illustrate the dimensions
and importance of such questions and can help us to answer the major
question: What are the implications of today's rapid advances in
science and technology?" Articles by H. A. Simon, J. Lederberg,
N. Brooks, A. N. Weinberg, J. Ellul, E. G. Mesthene, and J. R. Platt.

52. Powell, C. F., "Promise and Problems of Modern Science", Nature, v. 216,
no. 5115, November 11, 1967, pp. 543-546.

In his concluding address at the symposium on "Perspectives of
Nuclear Physics, Elementary Particle Physics, Radio chemistry and
Nuclear Chemistry", the author discusses some of the problems of
the advancement of science in the future. "A country not involved
in some aspects at least of advanced science tends to be outside
the mein stream of human development with the most serious
consequences for its intellectual life and its prodactiv ..otter ";

"the justification for great expenditures on fundamental science

has three aspects": 'tits effects on the general body of science.

the practical consequences. .the pursuit of knowledge is an

essential element. . an our universities"; "if science and

technology have a tremendous impact on our societies, it is no

less true that they are dependent on the general tone of the
society in which they exist, on prevailing attitudes towards
science, on the esteem in which it is held"; "the benevolent
role of science as the instrument for human advancement. *is

now seriously called into question"; "science is tending to be

more and more confined to the scientifically advanced states"



"reinforced by the migration of substantial members"; in "the
interests of science itself. . .it is important that.. *scientists
. . .show themselves to be more than narrow specialists indifferent
to the consequences of their discoveries".

53. Riecken, R. W., "Goverment-Science Relations: The Physical and Social
Sciences Compared", American Psycho loeiist, v. 22, no. 3, March 1967,
pp. 211-218.

Examines the relationships between the Federal Government and the social
sciences, and campfires it with the gcrvernment-physical science
relationship. Conclusions include: social science receives poor
treatment with respect to funding; the funding disparity between the
social and physical sciences cannot be accounted for by the lower
costs of social science research; the lack of support has led social,
scientists to settle for smeller aims and less effective methods;
the limited practical applications from the social sciences is a
major impediment to government support; the impact of the social
sciences on "the quality of life" is of the same nature as that of
the biological and physical sciences, but the government gives much
more attention to regulating research in the social sciences; and
the social sciences need "more support", "more sympathetic under-
standing of their true capacities and promise", and relief from "the
suspicion that they are destructive of integrity and autonavy, and
the unrealistic hope that they can, by themselves, resolve the worst
difficulties into which our world can get and has gotten itself".

54. Salmon, J., "Progress in Science Policy", OECD Observer, no. 30,
October 1967, pp. 12-15.

Comments by the Head. of the OECD Science Policy and Resources Division
on a seminar concerned with the application of science to the
formulation and implementation of public policy. The seminar and
moments, center on very broad themes: science and public policy;
science and the economy; fundamental research and applied research
and development; allocation of resources; and international

scientific relations.



II SCIENCE, DOMESTIC PROBLEMS, AND NATIONAL GOALS

24. A St ateify for a Livable Environment, A Report to the Secretary of Health,
Education. and W azaire7ErfErtts Force on Environmental Health and
Related Problems, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.,
June 1967, 90 pp.

Recommends a $2-5.billion HEW program for a five -year period, which
includes ten Action Goals, a strategy for their smog:al:absent, and
other recommendations related to the goals and a protection system.
A major impediment to accomplishing the overall program is the lack
of operating funds at the local government level; the "simple
approach of supplying operating revenues to the cities would not
solve the long range problems." Suggests a Mate House Conference
on Financing Meal Goverment "to explore ways for cities and
other units of local government to raise adequate funds to finance
essential government activities on a metropolitan and regional
scale."

25. "Americans Changing Environment", Dit,EDALUS, v. 96, no. le, 1967,
pp. 1003.1224.

The first in a series of studies planned by the Academy of Arts
and Sciences to examine several critical fields. - health, education,

conservation, urban affairs and to make recommendations for develop-
neat progress which would make the "nation more capable of coping
with the large social and economic problems characteristic of an
advanced industrial society". The study, which was headed up by
Roger Revelle, is instead, a set of essays dealing with ecology
and conservation, resources, pollution, aesthetics, urban planning,
recreation, and associated education. This study group "came to
recognize that what was called for was not so much the devising of
programs as the posing of proper questions". "The study is Important
precisely because it says that we cannot proceed as we have been
going. Our problem is not simply finding new funds to support
programs which are obviously desirable, but admitting our ignorance
in certain crucial areas, and seeking to remedy this ignorance as
a prelude to acting responsibly".

26. "Bibliography of Research Relating to the Comamication of Scientific and
Technical Information", Bureau of Information Sciences Research, Rutgers..
The State University, Rev Brunswick, Nov Jersey, 1967, 732 pp.

Bibliography from 1955 through June 1965, covering all aspects of
generation, acquisition, processing, storage, retrieval, and use of
information.

27. National Symposium on Science and Criminal Justice, U. S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D. C., 1grT, 1 1:

Report covering the twodv symposium held in June 1966 on problems
of criminal justice and the applications of technology.
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28. "Policy Planning for Technology Transfer" U. S. Senate, Ninetieth Congress,
First Session, Washington, D. C., 190, report of Subsaimittes on Science
and Technology, to Select Committee on Small Business, prepared by Science
Policy Resew' Division, Legislative Reference Service, Library of
Congress, 183 pp,

An analysis of the current knowledge, policies, and practices
jlenciated with the "transfer to the business community of technology
resulting trait large Federal R&D program." Includes a description
and analysis of existing transfer promms, suggestions for
alternative transfer, concepts and mechanisms, congressional interest
in transfer international aspects, economic factors in technological
change (including barriers), the process of technology transfer, and
the roles of different institutions in the transfer process.

29. "Racial Studies: Academy States Position on Call for New Research",
Science, V. 158, no. 3803, November 17, 1967, pp. 892-893:

A position atatement by the National Academy of Sciences regarding
research on "the relative importance of heredity and environment
as causes of human social problems and as causes of racial
differences in behavioral traits." The statement questions "the
aocial urgency of a greatly enhanced proves to measure the
heritability of cc plea intellectual and emotional factors", and
the "social urgency of a crash program to measure genetic
differences in intellectual and emotional traits between racial
groupe", and presents its rationale for this position.

30. "Some Aspects of United States Energy Policy", OECD Observer, no. 28,
Jun 1967, pp. 0-32.

A description of the U. Slis energy policy and an appraisal of it
by OECD representatives from Germany and Italy. The objective of
the policy is "to assure an adequate supply of cheap energy,
diverse in form and geographic source but drawn largely from daaestic
sources -. produced and used in ways that cause no permanent damage to
either health or environment." Describes the policy-making and
regulating bodies and the role of the private sector, and some of
the future problems (e.g., pollution, possible depletion of domestic
oil, reconciliation of the various, and often conflicting, objectives
of the energy policy). Comments of the examining countries include:
the "policy does not conform to a uniform, and rational plan";
"regulation of the energy sector is aimed. .at the achievement
of more general national goals"; the policy "contains a liberal
element and a strongly protectionist and dirigistic element"; the
policy is "far from keeping to an abstract theory of lateen fairs";
the fiscal policy "distorts the effect of competition not only
inside the United States but also abroad and prompts other countries
to adopt counterbalancing measures".

31. "State Technical Services Act Draws Fire", Chemical and ine i gN ewe

v. k5, no. 43, October 9, 1967, pp. 14849.



Reviews the origins, objectives, and accceplisbments of the Stmt.
Technical Services program which is aimed at transferring the results
of the federally generated R&D to the private sectors and presents
an appraisal of the program by the Ccumerce Departmentss Office of
Technical. Services.

32. "State Technology Program: Problems Ressiesliashington Science Trues?
V. Kiri (sic), w. 2____ _j, Oct Ober 16, 174, pp. 7-....

The State Technical Services program, designed to put advanced
technology in the hands of local business, appears to have weathered
some of its early troubles, although serious budget problems remain.
Reviews status and trends in the program, including probable cuts in
the $68 budget, and the need for acme objective measure of the costs
and benefits of the program to "replace the anecdotes which we tend

to use in discussing technology transfer".

33. "Technology Transfer and Innovation: A Guide to the Literature", U. S.
Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information,
Washington, D. C., 1967, 25 pp.

31. "Technology Transfer Programs Not Much Help to Srill Business", Chemical

and Zngineerin4Newss v. 45, no. 42, October 2, 1967, pp. 1819.

The conclusion from initial hearing on technology transfer before the
Subcommittee on Technology of the Senate smen Business Committee is

that government programs "are not helping small business very much."

The Office of State Technical Services was critized for its long range

planning and research, overcontrol by the Federal government, and the

changing emphasis from support in management to support of industry

at the technical and production levels; reorientations are suggested.

NASA and AEC programs were critized for the difficulties they impose

on acquiring information, as well as for their limited relevancy to

small business.

35. Carlson, J. W., "Aspects of the Diffusion of Technology in the United

States", prepared for the Fifth Meeting of Senior Economic Advisers,

Economic Commission of Europe, United Nations, Geneva, Switzerland:

October 2, 1967, 52 pp.

This paper considers the forces which direct technological changes
the characteristics of the investors and performers of R&D and some

aspects of the diffusion of technology* "The application of

technological knowledge appears to be determined primarily by the
changing demand of consumers, producers, and the governments and by
the changing relative prices of inputs Tor making products"; reviews
the roles of government, industry, nonprof its, and the universities
as R&D investors and performers, and presented the associated statistical
data; examines some of the channels (and barriers) for transferring
technology, and concludes that further "study of the entire process
from the creation of technological knowledge to its diffusion is
both worthwhile and necessary".



36. Crewe, A. V., "Science and the War on. Males v. 20, no. 10,
October 1967, pp. 25-30.

Scientists can and must take the initiative in helping society solve
such problems as air and water pollution and crime: it "is up to
the scientific calamity to point out idlers they can help." Discusses
the needs and aspects of the problems to which science and technology
is relevant.

37. Gilmore, J. S., et al, The Chiume 18 of Technol A ition in Commercial
rim and the NASA Dias t on U. S. e or

en orma Iwo ington, D. C., JUne 1967, 1114 pp.

This report, prepared by the Denver Research Institute for NASA,
"examines acme of the problems of making goverment R&D results
available for broad industrial use. It describes the technology
acquiring process by which commercial firms get externally..
generated technological information. Dazed on these findings,
it suggests haw goverment-developed technology it better
be communicated to industrial firm through the camamication
channels they custcearily use."

38. Gilmore, J. S., Wan, J. J., and Gould, U. S., "Defense Systems Rer.ources
in the Civil Sector: An Evolving Approach, An Uncertain Market", U. S.
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, July 1967, 201 pp.

This study, prepared by the University of Denver Research Institute,
is "primarily concerned with the systems capability of defense firms,
and with the usefulness of this capability in helping public agencies
solve ncn- defense, public sector problems." "The report deals with.
the applicability of the defense firms' capabilities in this field.
suggests* goverment actions and institutional changes. .to

enhance prospects for utilizing defense systems resources in the
civil sector" and examines the prospective civil lairket as a "field for
diversification or conversion in the case of cutbacks in defense
speeding." Concludes that systems analysis is a powerful tool for
dealing with some civil problems, but only if certain institutional
and political.obstacles are removc$1; that civil systems work is
"unlikely to absorb any great share of total defense resources"; that
"its greatest promise is in Improving the quality of goverment
administration." Includes an appraisal of the widely publicized civil
system analysis studies sponsored by the State of California in 1965.
(See Science, v. 138, no. 3804, November 24, 1967, pp. 102841030;
for a review of the study)

39. Macy, B., Bednar, J. 14., and Roberts, R. E., The Impact of Science and
Technology on Regional Development Final Report, prepared for the Office
of Regional Development Planning, U. S. Department of Camerae, Kansas City,
Missouri, Midwest Research Institute, July 1967, 168 pp.

"This study was undertaken under auspices of the Office of Regional
Development Planning with the specific intention of providing back-
ground information to the Regional Commissions" which are "fundamentally
and ultimately concerned with improved job opportunities and higher



Incase levels." Contents include a discussion of the Characteristics
of Science and Technology, of the relationship of Science and
Technology to Regional Growth, of Alternative Action Forms and Their
Determinants, and of the Implications for the Regional Commission.

40. Neale, J., "Science, Technology, and Change", Annals of the American Academy
of Political and Social Science, Social Goals and Indicators for American
Society ...Volume if. University of California Press: 13erkelay: &attester
1967, pp. 120-1110.

A review and assessment of the indicators of scientific activity,
technological charge, and social progress. "The narrowing interval
between scientific discovery, technological implementation, and social
use has increased the general rate of change. Our monitoring and
accounting procedures for .such changes. .and for their short
and long -ten consequences, are. .inadequate. The. .indicators

.tend to be quantitative rather than qualitative. To provide
more...positive measures of social progress, and earlier warning of the
social and environmental effects of new scientific-technical
developments, we need to redesign our present indicator proceduces."

41. Mondale, W. F., "Some Thoughts on "Stumbling Into the Future", American
Psychologist, v. 22, no. 11, November 1967, pp. 970 -973.

A description and discussion of the proposed "Full Opportunity and
Social Accounting Act", by its sponsor. Reviews the need for social
accounting, acme of the primitive starts in this direction, and major
provisions of the bill ("full social opportunity for all Americans as
a national goal"; "a President's Council of Social Advisers"; "requires
the President to submit an annual Social Report, ccaparable to the
Economic Report"; and "establishes a Joint Congressional Committee on
the Social. Report"), and the expected benefits (e.g., "sharpen our
quantitative knowledge of social needs"; "allow us to measure.
our progress toward our social objectives"; "help us determine
priorities among ccapeting social program").

42. Nelson, B., "Thermal Pollution: Senator ankle Tells AEC to Cool It",
Sciences v. 158, no. 3802, November 10, 1967, pp. 755-756.

A brief discussion of congressional concern with the potential
thermal and radioactive pollution hazards of nuclear power plants,
and the conflict between AEC policies and water quality standards.

43. Schlesinger, J. R., *Systeme Analysis and the Political Process", The
RAND Corporation, P.311611., June 1967, 31. pp.

An evaluation of the role for system analysis in the "highly political"
environment of goverment. Following a brief discussion of (1) the
equality of existing information bases and analyses, (2) methodology,
(3) bias, and (4) the impact of politicized enviroments on
analytical efforts and analytical results, the general limitations
of systems analysis imposed by political objectives and constraints
are examined, the relevancy of DOD experience to civilian program
is analyzed, predictions are made as to how "systems analysis will
fare as it encounters the passive resistance of the bureaucracy",
and en appraisal is made of what systems analysis can be evected
to accomplish. 15



14. Sinclair, N. P., "New Technology for Crime Fighting", Industrial Research,
v. 9, no. 12, November 5, 1967, PP. 84-90.

"Crime is costing the U. S. more than $20- billion a year, yet the
Justice Department is the only cabinet. department with no share of
the. aederal R&D budget" although "some $6.7-million has been
made available over the pest two years for research projects
under the aegis of the Law Enforcement Assistance Act of 1965.
Eighty-eight grants and contracts have been made to various institutions
for the development of information and cammications systems and
othrir scientific and technological research." Describes the variety
of ephigets and techniques recently developed and proposed for use
in crime prevention and detection.



III NEEDS AND ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES FOR SCIENCE

18. "Budget Uncertainties Plague Federal Research", Mistrial Research
mark 1 43 ridMIMINISU/1110 1967,

"Uncertainty envelopes fiscal year 1968 R&D budgets at this late
date. Wen those agencies whose appropriation bills have been passed
are threatened by a Congress debating whether to meloy a scalpel or
a meat ax in its search for econoey." Discusses the for steps in
the budget process (request* authorization* appropriation* and
expenditure) as necessary background for understanding what is taking
place* anti the current congressional maneuvering. At this point,
the "only certainty is the $1- billion in R&D cuts already made."

19. "Hearings store the Subcommittee on Govement Research", U. S. Senate*
Committee on Goverment Operations, National Foundation for Social Sciences*
Ninetieth Congress* First Session* Senate Bill. No. 836--Part I, Washingtoup
D. C., February 7, 8, and 16, 1967, 261 pp.

Hearings held by Senator Barris subcamitte on his bill to create a
national foundation for the goals/ sciences* including statements by
interested agencies and data on funding patterns in the social sciences.

20. "National Science Foundation Appropriation Highest on Record",
Washington Science Treads, XIX, no. k, October 30, 1967, p. 19.

NSF's 1968 appropriation is increased by about $l5-million over the
1967 level to #95-million. The ap propriation is $31-ailliaa less
than requested* but with $21-miLlion previously wanted to
Project Mohole available for general use in this fiscal year, the
total funding is only #10-million under ISFis request a $526-millio.
With the enlarged budget* NSF is expected to significantly increase
its funding in the areas of Basic Research Project Support*
National Research Centers, Institutional Support for Science*
National Sea Grant Progress and Science Information Activities.

21. "Outlook Grim for Federal. R&D * and Bbgineering News,
v. 45* no. irro November 6, 1967, p.

Federal R&D spending seem likely to hold near the same level as
last year-about $16.5 billion* but it could drop as low as 05,4
billion. "So far* more than $1 billion has been cut fro' the R&D
appropriations for the current fiscal year and the process is
continuing.* "As for next year, appropriations are unlikely to be
any higher than those for this year", because "science and research
and development are not the darlings of Congress that they were in
the late 50.0 and early 600s", and pressures for budget cuts will
continue into netre'.... yeses elections.



22. "Research Need is Up., But Dollars sr* Not", Scientific Research, v. 2,

no. 10, October 1967, pp. 3k-36.

A general discussion of the effects of the financial pinch on

biosciences at IS?, of the increasing needs in this area, of the

concept that NSF is an effective balance wheel in the overall

Federal system of research support, and of the relationships

between IMF and NIS in the biosciences.

23. "Resources Devoted to Research and Development in OECD Member Countries",

OECD Observer, no. 30, October 1967, pp. 32-379

Comparative statistical data from OECD countries on the resources

devoted to R&D during the 163 - set period: includes the gross

national expenditures (in national currency and dollars) and, the

number oct full-time scientists and engineers in R&D for the U. S. and

other OECD members; R&D as related to MIP8 the number of scientists,

engineers and technicians per 10,000 population, and R&D expenditures

per capita of population; percentage of the total national R&D efforts

devoted to basic research, applied research, and developient;

percentage allocation of R&D resources between different research

objectives (atomic, space, defense, economically motivated, welfare)

and R&D expenditures analyzed by sector of source and sector of

performence. Subsequent reports will preselit detailed analyses by

sectors: business enterprise, goverment, private and non-profit,

and higher education.

21t. Statistics omIlliia.4f4c4.:53zesenceand Technol Department of Education and Science

$ Great Britain, MVO, 1967, 96 pp.

The first of an anent series, this publication alas to bring

together available statistics relevant to science and technolow

such as expenditure of R&D, deployment of qualified manpower, and

certain aspects of the training of scientists and technologists.

25. "U. S. IBP Effort Wags for Lack of 1lUnds", Scientific Research, v. 2,

no. 11, November 1967, pp. 35-36.

Describes the status of the five -year International Biological Program

which entered its active phase in Ibly 067 after a long planning

period. "The U. S. has, on paper, the largest and most ambitious

IPP program oct all lilt contributing nations." *Bat the U. S. IPP

pliumers have so far gotten only a fraction of their program off

the ground and are running into heavy difficulties in getting funds

for the rest." The programes problem include: a lack of visibility;

an emphasis on environmental biology (which runs counter to the

prevailing emphasis on biochemistry and molecular biology among

U. S. biologists); and its multidisciplinary, in -house and outside

research character makes it difficult to devise a funding scheme.

26. Boffey, P. K., "Federal : tsearch Funds: Science Gets Caught in a Budget

Sweeirke", SC-162=Zo T. 15by Lte 3806; tillealbigte a; 1967: VD. 12864288*



Presents Congressional appropriations for R&D in 1968, broken down
by goverment agencies and area of R&D, and compared with the 1967
appropriations. Congressional cuts "are believed to have dropped
aggregate federal support of research and development below last
yeses level of aoughly $16.5 billion." However, it is estimated
that "Congress increased the research anponent of R&D above lastr.s.s Adv..1 anti that 4t gilme boosted federal import of academic
science". Overall, "science received rougber-than-usual treatment.
though things could have been worse". NASA suffered the deepest cuts
of any science-oriented agency (more than half a billion less than
requested) with its sustaining university program being particularly
hard hit (less than a third at last year's appropriation). DOD's
appropriation remained about the same as 1967, but support at basic
research is to be cut back. Hl L, AEC, HEW, and NSF all received modest
increases, but less than requested. The next hurdle for the R&D budget
is the administration's budget-cutting scheme which will "Impose an
across-the-board reduction in all agencies withmt worrying about the
question of priorities". "The precise programs that will be affected
in various agencies are not Anninin.

27. Greenberg, D. S.: "Money for Research: Prospects for Next Year are Glow*,
,Science v 158, no. 3798, October 13, 1967, pp. 230-233

After "several years of relatively tight financial rations, the
nations/ scientific enterprise now can at best look forward to still
another year of the same, but is more probably moving from a phase
of manageable scarcity into a period of disruptive privation.
Relative to other segments of American society. .research is not,
nor is it ever likely to be, badly off." "One of the paradoxes of
the situation is that, while scientists ruefully anticipate next
year's money prospects, the view from Capitol Hill is that R&D is
an overstuffed Zield of federal activity and merits a vigorous trimming."

28. Harris, F. R., "National Social Science Foundation: Proposed Congressional
Mandate for the Social Sciences", American Psychologist, v. 22, no. 11,
November 1967, pp. 904-909.

The case for establishing a National Social Science Foundation,
based on recent hearings of tile Senate Subcommittee on Government
Research, is presented by the Chatham of the Subcommittee: Federal.
expenditure -4 for science have concentrated on the natural. and
physical sc. .ences, while "the social sciences virtually have been
left out"; the "social sciences need national recognition and a
strong outdate for the vital role they can and must play in com-
bating poverty, ignorance, and crime and the vast international
challenges we face"; "creation of the Foundation would bring to the
social sciences infusion of money, prestige, and recognition at the
national level"; the proposal to expand NSF's support of the social
sciences in lieu of setting up a NSSF "is simply not a awal.istic
aspiration" and "would likely mean more of the same" inadequate
treatment they have so far received; with the NSW, "the social
sciences will receive a strong legislative and administrative base
and a place in the highest councils of Goverment, something they
have not had beforene
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29.

.....10MOION1.1.1.10.1.111110M11.10111=11110100111111011011.,

Rossi, P. H., "Adventure Capital for Research", Saturday Review,
November it, 1967, p. 68.

A proposal for government support of "research that takes advantage
of sudden and often unantialrated events to study their impact on
individuals and social systems*, of long-range studies to "assess
the impact of massive social changes ", and of certain research
topics that tend to be slightedo

30. Wilson* 0. C., "Research in a Backlash, or Eke X as Exhibit A",
Astronautics and Aeronautics v. 5, no. 12, December 1967, pp. 6-7.

A discussion of the current politica atmosphere as it relates to R&D
spending, with the Nike-X decision typifying the current mood. Con-
gressimal hearings on the DOD budget "shoved a fundamental disenchantment
with the present research structure and a hard-headed determination
to change it", Reductions in the DOD research budget should be "applied
for the most part to greuits and contracts with colleges and
universities but that no part of the reduction be applied to
Project Thesis", and "in view of the programs in support of education
that have been recently enacted into law, defense spending in this
area can safely be reduced". Mae same administrationss "economy wave
is eroding the research programs of other federal agencies, such as
NASA and the AEC". In short, Eke Althich "passes the teat of the
neo-isolationists "), "the Vietnam War, end Congressionai reluctancy
to pew for intangible projects are all pnigng up on the federal
research program we know today ".

20



ISC NATIONAL R&D PROGRAMS

246 "Federal Research and Development Programs: The Decisionmeldng Process",
U. s. Haase of Representatives, Committee on Government Operations,
Ninetieth Congress, First Session, August 1967, Comments by the National
Academy of Sciences and the Bureau at the Budget, 16 pp.

Recommendations of the Research end Technical Programs Subcommittee
regarding "deficiencen In. the Federal R&D decisionmaking process",
and comments by the National Academy of Sciences and the hir01111 of
the Budget. Recommendations include greater use of outside experts
in analyzing and formulating R&D plans in civilian sector areas,
Executive Office examination of program-level R&D recommendations,
the use of a cost-benefit approach in evaluating PAD proposals, and
en =mai presentation of a "Science and Technology Report" by the
Executive Office similar in scope to the Economic Report.

25. "Fund. Cuts Farce 24ear Stretch in NOV, Aviation We....214.aad1.....2,1echnolo
v. 87, no. 22, November 27, 1967, p. 22.

"Defense Department budget cutbacks are stretching the origins/
timetable for the initial crewed launch of the Air Forces manned
orbiting laboratory (140L) by at least two years and possibi,y
looser. The present hope is that a two.man ML satellite mkt be
placed into orbit by late 1970 as opposed to the original date
of sometime in 1968. But 1971, appears more likely within the
framework of budgmtary restraints already imposed. In addition,
the KM program will require a substantial increase in its ftuiding
level in Fiscal 1969 if it is even to approach present schedules.
This rmy be difficult to obtain in a year when the defense
budget is expected to receive a severe mauling as the Administration
attests to Limit spending just prior to the presidential election."

26. "Oceenography, 1966. Achievements and Opportunities", Cousittee on
Oceanography, Division of Earth Sciences, National. Acadesw of Sciences-
Natic2a1 Research Council (Pub. 11492), Washington, D. C., 1967, 183 pp.

A report which assesses the current status of oceanography and
mikes recoessendations eoneerning the organization, management
and support of oceanographic programa

27. "Review of the Soviet Space Program", Report of the Committee on Science
and Astronautics, prepared by the Science Policy Research Division,
Legislative Reference Service, Library of Congress, Washington, D. Co,
October 1967, 138 pp.

Prepared by the Science Policy Research Division of the Library of
Congress, this report. concludes that the Soviet space proven "in
terms of hardware and resources is roughly the ems as ours", the
Soviet program costs two percent at their (PP, as =towed with one
percent of the U. S., "the Russian lead in gage of payload has
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continued to grow", and "the Soviet program has unfolded in an
orderly wanly" and has "a waded complex of mission goals as widespread
as our own."

28. "The Nationel Space Program: Its Values and Benefits", Staff Study, U. S.
House Committee on Science and Astronautics, Subcommittee on NASA Oversight,
Nirsetteeth caraire-G55, reAzit sigialous D. C., 1967, Serial D.

"This report gives souse indications of the effect that the space pro-
g has had upon our daily lives and what may be expected in the
future. .It is apparent from the amount of space-developed technology
flowing into every aspect of American industry, hospitals, and
universities that NASA1s technology utilization progress is filling
an important need, and the transfer of technology to ell sectors of the
American econcoy should remain a priority undertaking of NAM."

29. United States Activities in craft Oceano , The National Council on
esources Dev opmen Goverment Printing

Office, Washington, D. C., October 1, 1967, 14 pp.

This booklet "is an introduction to current United States research in
the use of spacecraft for study of the oceans." Includes brief
descriptions of studies in: sea surface temperature and currents,
etas state, marine biology, sea ice, oceanographic data relay and
p o s i t i a n i n g , a n d o c e a n o g r a ph i c a n a l y s i s o f t emini photography.

30. "Weather Modification", Eighth Annual Report, 1966, National Science
Foundation, NSF 67-9, 1967, 132 Pp.

Reviews and assesses the national weather programs describes the
migatficant developments (technical and legislative), and concludes
that the present level of effort "falls short of what is warrauted
by existing scientific opportunities"; that a "carefully planned
and coordinated national program" is needed; that an effort "of the
magoltude envisioned, *will demand a several-fold increase in the
supply of trained manpower, and indeed the problem of manpower
could be the most serious impediment to a rapid buildup in the.
effort"; and that machinery is needed for establishing priorities
and orgpuization of large-scale projects.

31. Golovin N. E., "U. S. SpaceFlight Affairs and Decisions: 1957-1967",
Astronautics and Aeronautics, v. 5, no. 10, October 1967, pp. 51-60.

"A discussion of the principal events and decisions during the
formative years of space explorations. ." Describes the "change in
content and emphasis of the motivations for the space prograsa", as viewed
by the PSAC: in 158, the rationale centered on meals urge to explore
defense, national prestige, and scientific research; in 161, "national
prestige" was at the top of the list, "manta urge to explore" had been
dropped, and "practical civilian applications" and "possibilities for
international cooperation appeared for the first time"; by 1967,
the list picked up "indirect benefits to the aver -eli economy",
"manufacturing excellence; "growth in national confidence", and a
"drive in the direction of increased. international cooperation".
Concludes "that one of the most important results. .of the.
space program. .has [the] enhancement and broadening c the federal
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goverment's role in American science and technology; in helping
to endow this role with a comprehensive and persuasive rationale;
and in paving the way eventually to more effective utilization by
our society of its resources on a national scale for purposes other
than space exploration as well .as for this purpose."

32, Kurth, J. E., "Prospects for Progress: Space in the 1970s", Astronautics
67, awe amp AvetOgi= 1967, pp. 86=92.-AI C A

The "NASA part of the national space program no longer has a very
high priority." Aside from Vietnam, "the plight of our troubled
cities, the needs of 'education", etc., "the worth of the space pro-
gram, in terms of economics, political, and social values, has been
judged and found wanting by large numbers of the public and their
representatives in government." Examines some of the factors behind
this judgment, with emphasis on the failure to "sell the practical
benefits of the program" and an "ostrich-like, head-in-the-sands
approach to some of NABOB planning." "Even when a Vietnamese
settlement takes place. .funds will not automaticaLly flow into
the space program. The backlog of demands in other areas will
have increased, not diminished". Predicts a "fairly level plateau
for the next few years" in space funding.
[Rep. Karth is a member of the House Committee on Space Science and
Astronautics, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Space Science and
Applications, and a member of the Subcommittee on NASA Oversight].

33. Morgenstern, 0., "The Worth of the Space Program: Economics", Communication
made at the meeting of the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Anaheim, California, October 27, 1967, 23 pp.

Discusses the general difficulties .of choosing from among
incommensurable goals (e.g., space research, slum clearance,
abolition of poverty), and then examines some of the economic
consequences of the space program: the "consequences of spending
annually about $5 billion" including its various multiplier effects
("this whole aspect is only of indirect value for an appraisal of
the results of the space program"); the byproducts of the program,
such as new devices, new materials, etc. ("that NASA finds it
worthwhile. et* emphasize such matters indicates that there is
great uncertainty about payoffs, that they are looking at the
wrong things and have no. .better case for the apace program");
T410 "direct im on the economy ("This is an area for truly
signs can economic studies which, I suspect, will reveal payoffs
that are very respectable even when considering the tremendous
investments made"); and important scientific results (modest so
far, but probably mach more significant in tie future).

34. Normyle, W. J., "NASA Pushes Planetary Program", Aviation Week and Space
Technolow, v. 87, no. 22, November 27, 1967, pp. lb-17.

"National Aeronautics and Space Administration hopes to convince
President Johnson that U. S. interplanetary exploration plane for
the 1970"s still can be salvaged with modest reprogramming in the
Fiscal 1968 budget. NASA. is willing to sacrifice portions of the
Apollo Applications Program to reinstitute planetary efforts that
unless reprogramming is approved vill halt by 1970."
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35. Von Braun, W., "Space Prospects Before the Space Age Began-And
Today", Astronautics end Aeronautics v. 5, no. 10, October 1967, pp. 449.

SWUM the origins of the U. S. apace program, states the
requirements of a sound program (scientific underpinning, specific
goals to be reached within a definite period of tim and adequate
funding), describes the goverment agencies and committees that
+.e r.. Twat in tie 111drillgr of decisions and policies regarding the
space program and reviews their recent recommendations as to the
future of the program. Concludes that "the outlook today for the
continued exploration of apace is not bad" but that there is a
danger of apathy, and that "we mist continually set new goals
that will challenge the human spirit".

36. Watkins, R. D., "SST Sets Precedents in Fund. Recovery", Aviation Week and
Brace Technology, v. 87, no. 16, October 16, 1967, pp.

A detailed description and explanation of the govermentindustry
funding arrangement for the supersonic transport program, including
the positions of the critics and supporters of the funding scheme.
Secretary of Transportation Boyd calls it "a prime example of how
business and government can together achieve the goals of the
nation; Senator Won coney notes that the scheme "could be a new
step in joining government and business together's to take on
major program"; others *caution that its problems and solutions
may give it a peculiar quality not applicable elsewhere", and
others are critical of the solutions reached.
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X SCIENCE, EDUCATION, AND THE UNIVERSITY

i;Acatemia to Have its ey on Federal Iniluance", Scientific Reseateh, v. 2,
no. 10, October 1967, p. 15.

Formation of an SW-sponsored committee to study government-university
relations in the areas of higher education and research, and to make
recommendations on: communications between university administrators
and the goverment, physical facilities vantc, project grants, block
or institutional grants, scholarships and student loans, and fiscal
and taxing devices.

19. "Classified Research in the University", Bulletin at the Atomic Scientists,
v. 23, no. 8, October 1967, pp. 45.46.

Statement by the Federation or African Scientists on classified.
research In the university.

20. "NASA, Faces 'Drastic' University Program Action", We Science Trends,
v. RD[, no. 6, November 13, 1967, p. 32.

An address by James R. Webb at the University of Illinois titled "NASA
and the Universities". The space agency's fiscal 1968 budget cuts
will bring about a "redefinition of university support programs; the
"agency has set up a special task force to recommend 'least harmful*
methods of coping with the budgetary crisis with the goal of easing
the impact on universities and conserving sour hard won gins' ".
Because of the "step-funding" policies of NASA "the effects of
reductions will be spread. over more than one year, and. .graduate
fellows will be able to complete their work even if new training
grants are sharply reduced or cut off entirely".

21. "Science Policy School", Industrial Research, v. 9, no. 12, November 5,
1967, pp. 20-21.

Purdue University is establishing a program "to turnout masters
and doctorates in political science with an emphasis on science
and public policy"; assistance is being provided. through a two-
year NSF grant of $130,000.

22. "Systems for Measuring and Reporting the Resources and Activities of
Colleges and Universities", National. Science Foundation, NSF-15,
1967, 1114 pp.

This detailed study, funded by NW and Nom, is designed to
assist institutions of higher education in developing uniform
procedures of financial analysis and record-keeping.
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23. "University Curricula in the Marine Sciences", Academic Year--1967.68,
ICO Pamphlet No. 30, prepared by Interagency Ccemittse Oceanography,

for National Council on Wine Resources and Engineering Development,
Washington, D. C., August 1967, 157 pp.

A compilation of marine science courses offered at American colleges
mitt universities. with separate listings of curricula in ocean
engineering and marine technology, typical program requirements,
and financial assistance programs to students.

24. "50 *Thesis* projects", Industrial Research, v. 9, no. 13., October 5, 1967,

p. 19.

Project Thesis was announced in January 1967, as a DM-sponsored
program to develop new "centers of excellence" at universities
for research iu defense -related areas. Since then, 173 universities
have proposed 480 projects; 50 of these projects, costing $20-million,
have been selected for support with "67 fiscal year money and another
50 will be selected in 68. Some university objections to the pro.
grem were due to a misunderstanding of the funding scheme. Tile

"plan permits a university to commit itself to three-year efforts
if it staggers the project starts, and all of the funding would be
supplied by the Pentagon."

25. Carlson, E. "Scholars and Secrecy", The Wall Street Journal, v. XLVI//,
no. 8, October 25, 1967, p. 1, col. 1, and p. 13, col. 1.

The growing controversy over classified research at universities,
is spurred by the opposition "to the Vietnam war and to war-
related research" as well as the "increasing faculty concern
that classified contracts may curtail a scholar's traditional
obligation to disseminate his research findings"-. This report
discusses the position and action of some universities, presents
the government's views, and points to same organizational
mechanisms for getting around the problem.

26. Carroll, J. D. "The Process Values of University Research", Science1

v. 158, no. 380k, November 24, 1967, pp. 1019.1024.

Distinguishes the produce values of research (value of the infor-
mation produced to federal agencies, scientists, and to the public)
from its process values (the values of the activ.Lvy of researdh
itself to the people performing the research and to the uni..1.:Aty
and the locality in which it is performed), and describes 1 tao

sets of values. Notes examples of new programs that reflec,
process values in government-university policies, and eamsaines the
several social and economic trends underlying this devel:seent.
Discusses the two patterns of science administration and policy
making associated with the two sets of values: the advisory group/

agency/appropriations subccemdttee pattern as the sashimi= for
handling project grants, and the interest group/investigation and

authorization ccemdttee as the mechanism for handling Institutional

programs and grants. Recommends measures for reconciling the two

sets of values and patterns in a scewrehensive policy for federal

support of university research.
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27. Foster, J. S., Zr., "On the Relationship Between the University and the
Department of Defense", Department of Defense Statement, November 2, 1967,

3 PP.

A statement by the Director of Defense Research and Engineering, DCID,
presenting "the reasons for DOD needs for research. 'basis for
believing that defense and academic research objectives are can-
patible. *funding data comparing the DOD position with other
Federal agencies as sponsors of university research. .the issues
related to security classification and reviews of publications."
Under this new policy, "all basic research supported by DOD at
universities will be unclassified. However,. ewe will continue to
support a very small number of exploratory development and study efforts
at universities, as well as occasional consulting arrangements."

28. Green, H. P., "The ABC Proposals - A Threat to Scientific Freedom ",
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists v. 23, no. 8, October 1967, pp. 15-17.

Proposed. new AEC regulations are described and their consequences
examined. Me-consequence "will be to subject private research in
these areas to severe security impediments and to AECts veto and
control. This includes research in fields unrelated to atomic energy
but which may develop information usable in the technologies specified
within the categories of private restricted'. data." The "proposed
regulations would represent the first effort ever made by the federal
government to prohibit or control the flow of information and the
private conduct of research." "It is a noteworthy, even remarkable,
fact that individual scientists, the scientific community, and the
universities. awe greeted. the proposed regulations with apathetic
silence."

29. Hechinger, F. M., "New Financial Squeeze for Colleges", The New York Times,
November 5, 1967, p. 9.

The inflationary spiral of college operating expenses, the impending
reductions In Federal research funds, and the current policy of
deferring appropriated funds are threatening the survival of some
institutions, particularly private ones. Some specific public
subsidy nay be required to fill the financial gap.

Krieger, K. A., "Universities Must Eingage in Secret Research", Industrial
Research, v. 9, no. 11, October 5, 1967, pp. 87, 90 -92.30.

The argument for classified, research by the director of the germ and
biological warfare programs that were the focal point of the recent
controversy at the university of Pennsylvania over secret research:
argues that the state of the world justifies such research, that
national security justifies its secrecy, that scientists should
"consent to become Involved. in 'classified* research, and that
research on biological and chemical warfare is not Illegal under
international law.
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31. Kildvan, A. S., "Secret Research Ras No Place in a University",
'IndustrialResearch v. 9, no. 11, October 5, 1967, pp. 87.89.

The argument of the principal opponent to classified research in the
recent University of Pennsylvania controversy over two secret germ
end chemical warfare programs: argues that secret research is
contrary to university policy, professional ethics, and possibly

T law Pri the ease of mud "be-ivical la.exfst.re 1-eguitinv41);

and that its conduct is harmful to the professiona3. conducting it,
the university, and the project itself.

32. Valiance, T. R., "The Govermant.Universitr Relation in Social Science:
A Review of scare Issues", American Behavioral Scientist, v. 10, no. 10,
Arne 1967, pp. 28.32.

Enumerates some of the facets, purposes, and values of goverment,
universities, and social science, and discusses the implications for
government- university relationships and issues which can arise in
the pursuit of social science research. Concludes that the "maximum
mutual benefit from the association" between the federal goverment
and the universities "is not yet realized and that mach exploration
with various administrative forms must be attempted together" in
order to achieve this benefit; and "of central concern. .is a
mutual understanding of the role of publication and information exchange".

33. Wenk, E., Jr., "The Engineer and the Public Interest", speech before
the General Session, Winter annual Meeting, American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, Pitteiburgh, Pennsylvania, November 15, 1967, 20 pp.

Reviews some characteristics of this era (e.g., war and peace,
population explosion, pollution, dominant government role in
R&D), and notes that our "society does not seem to appreciate
that our wealth now permits us to make collective politica
decisions necessary to apply science and technology effectively
to our major social problems"; discusses the "social unconcern
at a profession that bas been satisfied to produce the hardware
and leave to others the consequences", the need for utilizing
"science and technology in the broad public interest", and the
lack of appropriate academic training of engineers for dealing
with the social consequences of technology; recommends a reshaping
of engineering education to anticipate and meet the needs of
society, greater student education support from civilian agencies
and less from DOD, NASA, and AEC.
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37I SCIENCE MANAGEMENT AND POLICY - MAKING BODIES

26. "Better tianagemerb of Research Equipment Procuressents and Utilization in
Federal Laboratoriee, U. S. "Amuse at Representatives, Cc:es:thee on
Government Operations, Ninetieth Congress, First Session, Washington, D. C.,
October 1967, 15 pp.

This stud, prepared by the Research and Technical Programs Subcom-
mittee, discusses the cost of research hardware, and reviews procedures
used for procuring acmes types of equipment, the use of elapsed-time
meters to establish equipment utilization, the "valkthroush" technique
for identifying idle equipment, and the use of equipment pools.
Recommends the use of such techniques and further studies to identity
problems and to learn of "any management Innovations which could be
adopted on a government-wide basis".

27. "NSF Charter Changes Would Better Define Its Role", Chemical and Engineering
News, v. 45, no. 50, November 27, 1967, pp. 12-13.

Pending bills, one from the House and the other fray the Senate would
define more clearly. NSF's role in support of science (e.g., specifieslly
authorize NSF to support the behavioral and social sciences, and
applied research), would streamline and redefine NSFts internal structure
for smoother administration, and would require NSF to assume a somewhat
more appraising role as to resources, status, and health of science.
The proposed charter changes are broadly supported, with a preference
for the Senate bill, although sass concern has been expressed. over the
inclusion of applied research.

28. "R&D Unrest Aids Nuclear Probe", Industrial Research, v. 9, no. 13s
Decesdber 5, 1967, p. 13.

A Federal Ccemittee on Nuclear Development is proposed by Congress
to "review and re- evaluate the existing civilian nuclear program: of
the United States ". The proposed panel would consider and. assess:
the impact of a subsidized atomic energy industry on nonsubsidized
competitors; the cost of the program in Inman and material resources;
methods for integrating atomic energy into the rest of the energy
complex; and the potential Impact of rapid development of atomic
energy on health and safety. There was little support for this
proposal "until the House begat its drive to cut spending and
singled out R&D as a promising target."

29. "Science Adviser Hornig Discusses Nis Job", Chemical and Engineering, News,
v. 45, no. 50, November 27, 1967, N. 28-29.---

Hornig reviews and appraises his efforts in connection with the "state
of the nation's colleges and universities ", the space program, and
military-defense science and technology, and comments on the new
kinds of problems which are denuding more and more of his attention:
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international cooperation 'through science, "technology gaps", econcuic
development, food supplies for expanding populatious, water and, air
pollution, and energy policy problems. In commuting on the currently
harsh treatment of R&D budgets, Zornig believes that "Congress
definitely has developed much more of a show -me attitude tousrd
science snd technology"; however, he believes that the current actions
4.1cr Congresr regarding R&D are merely "an attempt to economize
generally In the face of a large budget deficit.

30. "Technological Innovation: Its Environment and Ifanagement", U. S.
Department of Co ores, U. S. Goverment Printing Office, (0-242-736),
Washington, D. C., 1967, 83 pp.

The report of a panel of private citizens convened by the
Secretary of Ca nmerce to discuss means by which the government
can ii rove the climate for technological change. Antitrust
legislation, taxation, patents, and the regulation of industry
were some of the measures considered.

31. "The Administration of Research Grants in the Public Health Service,
U. S. House of Representatives, Committee on Government Operations,
Ninetieth Congress, First Session, Washington, D. C., October 1967,
113 PP.

A highlzr critical indictment of RIH's administrative policies
and practices for research grants, including "excessive
indirect cost payment to grantees", lack of uniformity of
practices, failure "to obtain compliance with any of its
grant policies", declining quality of research, the use of
"a small group of individuals for long periods on advisory
councils", and "unusual cost-sharing agreement with a large
research institute", the use of an "irresponsible" and
"unscientific" procedure for initiating the Health Sciences
Advancement Award program, its "surprisingly casual" administration
of the General Research Support program, and. the continued
high concentration of PBS grants in a moll umber of institutions.
A strong set of recommendations, including revisions, is offered
to the Public Health Service Act.

32. Utilizing R&D By-Products, edited. by Jerome U. Bloods American Management
Association, Ina., New York, 1967, 327 pp.

33.

This book consists of several articles dealing with enhancing the
use of R&D by- products ("spin off ", "fallout"). Discusses the
questions of the effectiveness of the research industry in this
area ("only 30 percent of the useful technology generated today is
actually utilized's), of how to capitalize on by-products, the
sources of research products, the factors that inhibit greater
utilization of research by-products, and approaches to increase
utilization.

Greenberg, D. S., "Money for NSF: The Odyssey of a Research Agency's
Budget", Science, v. 158, no. 3799, October 20, 1967, N. 357-361.
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The "political odysseys' of ISFIs current budget "from the National
Science Foundation, to the White House, to Congress, to *abridge,
Mansachusetts, and back to Congress" reveals "a good deal about the
contemporary politics of science": the budget is based on "the
aibministrationss response to congressional practice and preference,
rather than" on "any carefully formulated research policy or raster
plan"; the Rohde program: is still remembered by sc.v.:: in Congress;
"NSF has a large and influent/Ai constituency thraAghout the country,
but heretofore has generally nd to enlist its assistance;
Cambridge "remains a powxhouse of science polVies"; some Senate
support for the ministration budget is based on the expectation
that "more of NSF's largesse° would. be dispattlad. to institutions
In their states" w "they weren't voting MOW for science for the
sake of science".

34. liaex, J., "Science vs. Democracy: The Develert4 Struggle", Caturday
Review, November 4, 196 8 pp,

Quotations from and moments on the recent Fountain subcommittee
report dealing with NM grants, with emplAasis on the noncompetitive
nature of certain grants, the lack of close review, and policy
implications.

35. Killer, A. L., "Nmumgement and the Natural Sciences", Research ,
v. X, no. 5, September 1967, pp. 309.320.

A discussion of R&D productivity and means for enhancing returns:
provides numerical examples of increasing R&D costs and decreasing
productivity, discusses mime of the factors involved in and approaches
to improving R&D, and describes an approach, based on the method at
inquiry in the natural sciences, that is now being used in Israel.

36. Polanyi, M., "The Growth of Science in Society", Minerva,
v. 5, no. 4, Summer 1967, pp. 533-545.

Discusses some of the tacit principles on which science is
founded, and their significant bearing on science policy;
concludes that progress in science requires that the
"Initiative to scientific inquiry and its pursuit must
be left to the free decision of the individual scientist",
and that the assessment of scientific value can only be
performed by the scientific community.
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MI SCIENCE, FOREIGN AFFAIRS, AND NATIONAL DEFENSE

27. "Brain Drain and Brain Gain: A Bibliography on Migration of Scientists,
Engineers, Doctors and Studefitis-", Reseakth Paley 'ati-ooLarm, 'Pam; oreinadera,
1967, 48 pp.

This bibliography contains 415 items from 1/20 countries.

26. "Increase of R and D Funds" (Japan), The Science of Science Foundation
Newsletter, v. II, no. 4, October 1967, p.

"Public controversy arising from the acceptance of research
funds by Japanese academic scientists from U. S. military
sources has led the Japanese government to increase its support
of science from 4.1-aillion to 10-million pounds. "University
salary increases are also planned". "Determined to avoid a
similar controversy the Science Council of Japan is currently
studying a plan proposed by the Soviet Academy of Schemes, for
Joint research in the Sea of Japan. The cost will be borne by
the Russians".

29. "Reversing the Brain Drain", Organisation for Economic Co-operation,
and Development, Paris, France, Science Policy Information 3, No. 22913,
October 1967, pp. 61-62.

"The Ministry of Technology is sponsoring a sustained drive to
attract British and American engineers, managers and scientists
from the United States to work for British ccaparamel."
effort is being rim by two management consultant firms from a
budget of about 80s000 pounds.

30. "The Brain Drain", Ner Majesties Stationery Office, London, England,
Cmad. 31/2.17, October 1967.

This report to the Ministry of Technology, (prepared by the
Working Group on Migration of the Committee on Manpower resources
for Science and Technology) shows that the outflow of engineers
and technologists has more than doubled over the last six. years
and, in the case of the U. S. and Canada, has awe than quadrupled.
In ambers, emigration has risen from 3,200 in 3.963. to 6,200 in
1966; taking Into ac ...t those who returned, the net loss was still
2,700 in 1966. Reccuraendations to combat the drain include: an
effort to recruit engineers, technologists, and scientists in
North America for British industry; greater Job nobility within
the U. K., a greater role for scientists and engineers in
industrial management and policy making, a redirection of
university education from the academia to the needs of industry,
and inwrovement of management practices 1041 menagement attitudes
to highly qualified manpower. [For British reaction to the report,
see New Scientist, v. 36, no. 567, October 3.9, 1967, and The Engineer,
v. 261, no. 5153Z), October 20, 1967]
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31. "The Influence of Science and Technology in Present Deg Foreign Polly",
Organisation for Economic Co-operatics and Developme.t. Paris, nonce,
Science Policy Information 3, No. 22913, October 1967, pp. 47-118.

An analysis of the interaction of Miffine and foreign policy
in industrialised nations, by Were& Schreiterer, a nesiber of
the German Delegation to the OEM "licaradays foreign policy,
economic policy, ailitairy -policy, and scioar4 policy" era later-
depends* "numerous examples of the imperten t role of science
end technology In modern foreign policy" are given (e.g., Trench
agreement on technical cooperation with !astern European countries,
and the acceptance by the Soviet Union and others of the French
color television system); "Could not Gemares old-established,
reputation in saloon and technology be used to bring about a
political detente with her Eastern European neighbors?" "Conversely,
foreign policy could influence certain aspects of science and
educational policy, for instance, the determination of scientific
priorities", and the "problem of scientific and technological dis-
parities" has "beware one of the principal preoccupations of foreign

Police
32. "The Need for European Co-operation in Research ", Organisation for

Economic Co-operation and Development, Paris, Frances Science Policy
Ii formation 3, No. 22913, October 1967, pp. 42-4.

"At the Annual )(meting of the lax Planck Society in June 1967
Professor Adolf Butenandtt in his presidential address, discussed
international cooperation in scientific research cad technology
and its, implications for the organisation of reserch in the
Federal Republic". Topics included: the rising coats of research
and the political considerations and measures needed; the relative
strengths ins= of the U. S. and the Common Market countries, and
the bases for the favorable U. S. position; European scientific
cooperation as necessary to keep pace with the U. S.; loosening
el present funding procedures from the current 1:1 ratio between
um Federal and "finder" governments ("otherwise scientific pros
grease world be determine& by the financially weaker party").

33. The United States--Ja. , Committee on Scientific C4 *, a ' ration Department
.. . _ ..-71, lg. ea on .-e.,Jri, -,irr- . 8 a OS : P Inter -
national. Scientific and Technological Affairs, U. S. Government Printing
Office, Iashingtan, D. C., 1967, 70 pp.

A report on the activities and accamplisbmants during the first five
years of the program. The program focuses on exchange of scholars,
scientific information, and materials, and on the pursuit of
joint research projects. Ihe latter includes: earth and atmospheric
sciences of the Pacific, animal and plant geography and ecology of
the Pacific area, biological and medical sciences, education in the
sciences, hurricane and typhoon research, and research on pesticides.
Includes a description of research projects and resulting publications.



34. The Rise and Fall of Project Camelot, edited by Irving Louis Rorovitz,
tdrPress, Boa Ion, Zbf, 370 pp.

Project Camelot was described officlaUy in 1961 as "a study whose.
objective is to determine the feasibility of developing a general 'social
systems model which would make it possible to predict and influence
politically significant aspects of social change in the developing
cewitriea of the world." About one year later the project created
en uproar in academic and political (national and international)
circles when the Chilean government named the project as a cover for
spying and subversion. This brought on a Congressional hearing,
a State Department censure (and subsequent zegulations regarding
oversees research) and an abrupt termination of the project. This
book is en assembly of the viewpoints of social scientists and
statesmen who were Involved in the project and its uproar, and an
analysis of the events and their Implications,

35. Beals, R. L., "Cross-Cultural Research and Government Policy", Bulletin
of the Atomic Scientists, vo 23, no. 8, October 1967, pp: 18-24=1'

"Anthropologists have been able to do research in foreign areas
because of their reputation for autoncaw and disinterestedness.
Now the reputation. .has been ccepranised, and foreign countries
increasingly find anthropological research to involve sensitive
subjects... ". Comments on Project Camelot, classification of
anthropological research, the Foreign Affairs Research Council
within the Department of State, and on the linking of decisions "about
the use of social sciences and social scientists within government

*without the advice or even the knowledge of the professionto/
mentors of the disciplines." "Social scientists need. to solve the
problems of being in a national segment of an international culture
and to reconcile these with the demands of the academic world and
needs of the. .government... And goverment needs to learn
how to use social science effectively without destroying the
Integrity and productivity of the various disciplines."

36. Boffey, P. M., "Research in Japan: U. S. Aray Grants Cause Controversy",
Science, v. 158, no. 3802, November 10, 1967, pp. 748-752.

U. S. Away research grants to Japanese scientists has created a
heated controversy in Japanese university and government circles.
This has led to new Japanese regulations for accepting grants that
threaten NIRes program in Japan (over $850,000 in 1967) in medical
and biological research.

37. Crawford, B. T. and. Iyona, G. M., "Foreign Area Research: A Background

Statement", Am41.can. Behavioral Scientist, v. 10, ao. 10, June 1967, pp. 3-7.

A description of "how social science research in foreign affairs
has developed within the government in the past 25 years" and a
discussion of the issues, problems and tensions that it has created,
with respect to (1) the status and priorities In foreign area
research, (2) the conduct of field research, and (3) the coordination
and utilization of research findings.



38. Fink, D. E., "World Unity Urged on Space Programs", Aviation Week and Space
Tedm...21m. v. 87$ no. Us October 2, 1967, pp. 21-2E----"*'

A proposal for "future global cooperative space programa" made at
the lath Congress of the International Astronautical Federation.
The proposal calls for the leading space powers to begin by "increas-
ing the coordination of mission objectives in their national space
programs", followed by the establishment of "en international
ornmov.s.ti_on to plan and coordinate advanced =tuned missions in
the 19804". "If ve don't get international cooperation going in
a big v in the next five years, we will begin to see a reduction
in apace activity in all countries". Presents estimates of the
costs and personnel ($ billion and. 350,000 persons) of the proposed
program and lists missions that would be possible under the
international effort.

39. Greenberg, D. S., "Social Sciences: Eximnded. Role Urged for Defense
Department", Science, v. 158, no. 3803, November 17, 1967, pp. 886-887.

Previews a doom:lent titled "Report of the Panel on Defense Social
and Behavioral. Sciences ", prepared by the NAS for DOD, which
examines "High Payoff R&D Auras ", "Research to Solve Mempower
Problems", "Project Thetis ", and "Government/University Relatim.
ships", and recce: den that DM "increase its support and use of
research in the social and bells/dorsi sciences".

40- Parsons, E., "International Technical Co-operation: Evaluation and.
Perspectives", CECD °beerier, no. 29, August 1967, pp. 3-9.

An appraisal of the technical aide effort by the Director of the CCD
Developaent Department. Discusses the reasons for the failure of
the "massive, expanding aid effort which some expected at the
beginning of the 19609" to develop, reviews the favorable trends,
the "technical eo-operation relationship, and. the needs and
perspectives in this area. Concludes that the next decade will
see increasing importance attached to human resources in the develop..
sent process, that the mechanisms and expertise required to mount
effective co.operative efforts now, generally speaking, exist and
that the difficulties in meeting the needs are in manpower, rather
than in money.

41. See.borg, G. T., "The Promise of the International Atonic Energy Agency",
Science, v. 158 no. 3798, October 13, 1967, pp. 226-230.

Dea.ziption of IAEAls program in nuclear power, desalting of sea.
eater, radioisotopes and radiation, medical research and services,
and basic research. "The IAEA represents. tone of the moat
sigtificant and promising developments. .in international
relatiorts.-the emergence of science and scientists as en important
factor in the determination and execution of national policy."

42. Skolnikoff, E. B., "Birth amd Death of an Idea: Research in Aid.",
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, v. 23, no. 7, September 1967, pp. 38.40.

An informal case Stilt' of the people, forces, and circusstanca3
Involved in initiating and frtustratIng the development of a research
program in ,AID.
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43. Sturm, To A., The USAF Scientific Board Its First Tin Years,
thilted States 77"" on gi r:T. son ce,
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., 1967, 194 pp.

An official history of the Scientific Advisory Board from its
inception in 1944 to 1964, Including the titles of its studies and
special reports.

414 51COMB, B. Internallaila Citeitlaillois o egriltu--
v. 5, no. 4, Sumer 1967, pp. 479-506.

A copyrehensive study of the international "brain drain", including
a summary of the available statistics, and economic analysis of the
welfare effects of the "brain drain", its relationship to economic
growth policies, and the present and future professional skills
market in the private and public sectors. Concludes that the U. S.
ma attract even larger numbers of scientific and tecimical imi-
grants, that its immigration policies abet such immigration, and
that the flow of such immigrants Into the U. S. may inhibit the
"realization of other countriese growth policies".

45. Torpey, W. G. "The Impact of Defense Cutbacks on Engineering *avower",
Engineering Education, v. 58, no. 3, November 1967, pp. 227-229.

Tale article points out the role of engineers in the national defense
effort, calls attention to the prospect of change in this effort, sets
forth selected findings and recommendations fray a series of research
projects dealing with the Impact of defense cutbacks upon engineers,
and urges that careful consideration be given and appropriate action
taken now with respect to the adoption of measures to strengthen the
engineering employment adjustment process in anticipation of, and
during future defense changes.
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MIL SCIENCE POLICY IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES

30. "Annual. Meeting of the German. Research Association", Organisatica for
licatiowie CAI-oilaxstica and apitrovram,=to Irres.me, Science Paley
Information 3, No. 22913, October 1967, pp. 39-41.

At the annual meeting in Jai; 1967, Professor Speer, the President
of the Association, advised. "scientists to make every effort at
rationalization and co-ordination within their respective fields;
he warned. *that only flexible methods of research promotion
could. safeguard federal principles in this respect"; he asked the
"Federal Government not to relent in its efforts towards generous
research support". Spear also asked for greater flexibility in
the financing procedure of the Association. The Federal Minister
for Scientific Research, Dr. Stoltenberg, called for cooperation
and distribution of teats auong the major institutions (e.g., the
German Research Association, Max Planck Society, independent
research organizations, and the Federal Government) in promoting
science. "The Government was landaus for Garman research to
reach end maintain internationally recognized standards,
particularly in fields such as nuclear research, space research and
data processing. For this reason, the Government had given
scientific research a clear priority in its medium term financial
planning, with considerable rates of increase, despite its acute
financial worries." "In doing so, hovevert it had assumed
responsibility for the optimum and rational utilization of the
means" for attaining the objectives.

31. "German Goal: 3% GIP", Industrial Research, v. 9, no. 13, December 5,

1967, P. 17.

The Science Minister of West Germany recommends that Gerson R&D
expenditures be increased to 3% of the GRP by 1970, in order to
close the technology gap in such fields as environmental teeth,
materials, energy conversion, pollution and noise control. As
a further step in strengthening its scientific research, the
governmental and private agencies are urged "to band together in a
research federation to coordinate RED efforts and stretch available
fluids and manpower". Significant increases in funding for space
research and electronic data processing capability are also planned.

sation for the Advancement of Pure Research Annual Report for
", Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Paris,

France, Science Policy Information 3, No. 22913, October 1967, pp. 50-52.

This organization: which is financed by the Netherlands goverment,
is responsible for promoting and coordinating all basic research.
The report presents the funding pattern for 1966 by scientific
fields; physics receives over 50 percent of the founds, astrology
10.7 percent, the life sciences 10.5, and chemistry 10.4 percent.

32.
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To "maintain its scientific activities at their present level will
necessitate an increase in its annual expenditures of 11.6 percent.
In 1966, however, its expenditures rose by 10 percent only, and
for 1967, an increase of 5 percent is expected".

33. "Organization of Ministry of Technology", Naturep v. 216, no. 5117,
Novel:fiber 25, 1967, pp. 745..71;6

A description at the organization and functions of the U. K. es
Ministry of Technology, supplied by its Permanent Secretary.

34. "Policy Conference on Highly Qualified Mmpover", reported in "Science
Policy Information 3", Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development, no. 22913, October 1967, pp. 7-15.

35.

A collection of studies dealing with the problems and policies of
training and utilizing technical personnel, including studies on
"the careers of scientific and, technical personnel" and "technology
gaps between countries".

"R and D Cost-Benefit Study", The Science of Science Foundation Newsletter,
v. II, no. 4, October 1967, pp. 2-5.

"The recently established Manchester Business School will study
how and to vhat effect we spend ow money on research and development.
A sample of British commies will be evaluated on their research
and development methods and sane measure of effectiveness
produced. A second, national investigation will look at particular
cases of innovation and measure potential. benefits, past and
prospective, in an effort to elucidate the Important factors.
The U. K. Atomic Energy Authority and the Ministry of Technology
will contribute up to 95,000 pounds for the four-year study."

36. "Recommendations by the German Science Council for the Development of
Universities up to 1970", Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development, Science Policy Information 3, Mo. 22913, October 1967,
Pp. 36-38.

The Council report surveys university developments since 1960 in
regard to students, teaching staff, finance, building projects,
etc., and recommends "at least 1793 new places, including 14g
new chairs and 308 senior lectureships", "new buildings costing
It4 5.6 billion, and. the concentration on given scientific areas
"rather than cling to the principle of universality".

37. "Science Council of Canada: First Annual Report, Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development, Paris, France, Science Policy
Diformation 3, Mo. 229130 October 1967, pp. 22-23.

The report, published in June 1967, presents an overall review'
and appraisal of the state of science in Canada, and plans for
further studies of special science fields and of support of research
in universities.
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38. "Scientific and Industrial Research Budget", Organisation for Economic
Co-operation mad Development, Paris, France, Science Policy Information
3, No. 22913, October 1967, p. 53

The 1967 budget of the Royal Norwegian Council for Scientific and
Industrial. Research is 130-million kroner (about $18-million) of
which about ..m4 lion comes from ndavernagmt grants: incase fras
football pools, levies, etc*" Efforts are plumed to "relate
research activities more closely to the needs of industry".

39. "Second Report on Science Policy, Her Majesty's Stationery Office,
Undo% England, Cud. 3420, October 24, 1967.

This report by Britain's Science Policy Council is more cautious
than the first and reflects the realities of Britain's current
economic state. (The Council advises the Secretary of State for
Education and Science, which controls a major pert of Britain's
civilian science). The report gives considerable attention to
rationalizing the support of science on the grounds of its con-
tribution to economic growth, its role in producing new and needed
scientists and technologists, and as "one of the main driving
forces of civilization"; presents detailed plans for the growth
and distribution of expenditures; recommends funding increments
of 10 and 9 percent, respectively, for the two succeeding years;
emphatically rejects the proposal to shift scientific manpower from
research activities into technology; endorses the reccsanandation
that Britain participate in the proposed CERN program for a 300-Bev
proton synchrotron; takes a cautious line on space research; and
reports on various other programs (e.g., computers in universities,
biological research, Antarctic Survey). [For a British appraisal
of the report, see Nature, v. 216, October 28, 1967, pp. 315-317,
and pp. 322-323.1

40. "Second Science City", Industrial Research. v. 9, no. 13, December 5,
1967, p. 17.

The Soviet Union has announced its plans to construct another new
R&D center near Akademgorodok (the Siberian center of scientific
research) with the "goal of shortening the time lapse between a
discovery and its industrial application from the present
10- to 15-year period to three to five years".

"Seven-Tear Plan" (Japan), The Science of Science Foundation Newsletter,
v. II, no. 4, October 1967, p. 7.

The International Trade Ministry and the Agency of industrial.
Science and Technology propose to increase R&D expenditures
from the current 1.9 percent of GNP to 2.5 - 340 percent. Sale
of Japanese 'know-how' in 1965 brought in 4.6 million pounds
compared with the 59 million that Japan spent on the purchase of
foreign technology. "This balance of technology payments of
13:1 compares badly with West Germany's 2.3:1, Italy's 4:1, and
1.8:1 for France. The figure for the US is 1:10. The plan is
seen as a long term attempt to reduce this gap".
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42. "Short of Science Funds, India Pares Basic Research", #214atific jeaearch

v. 2, no. 10, October 1967, p. 25.

Indian research priorities are changed kroa the present 50:50 ratio
of basic and applied research to 80:20 favoring applied, with
eaphasis on "boosting farm output, checking the population explosion,
and developing substitutes for Imports".

43. "Survey of Scientific and. Industrial Research in Denmark", Organisation
for Ecounic Co-operation. end Develcrpment, Paris, France, Science Policy
Information 3, No. 22913, October 1967, P. 26.

The Council for Scientific and Indturtrial Research reports the
expenditures for research (excluding defense and atomic anew)
In 1965 as +47.3-million, with approximately 50 percent spent
in "business enterprises" and about 25 percent in universities.

144 "The Belgian National Council for Scientific Policy: Annual Report for
1966", Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Paris,
France, Science Policy Information 3, No. 22913, October 1967, pp. 20-21.

Reports the Council's activities, Be3giumes science policy,
personnel and expenditure for science In 1965, the national
science budget, and scientific institutions. Recces:ends:tic:um

include raising the research budget to 2.15 percent of the ONP0,-

3.42 percent of the goverment budget ..by 1972, vhich would amount

to approximately 350-million dollars (at current excinuage rates).

45. "The Research and Develosaent Drive in French Industry in 1965",
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Paris, France,
Science Policy Information 3, No. 22913, October 1967, pp. 30.32.

A statistical survey of the resources devoted. to R&D in French
industrial enterprises. Results show a 6.5 percent increase from
1964 to 1965 In R&D personnel employed, and a predicted further
increase of 5.7 percent for 1966. R&D expenditures increased fron
1,950-million francs in 1960 to 44700-million In 1965, and showed a
11 percent increase frail 1964 to 1965. In 1965, 36.5 percent vent
to research and 63.5 percent for development.

46. "The Task of German Industry In the Context of an Up-to-date Research
Policy", Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Paris,
France, Science Policy Information 3, No. 22913, October 1967, pp. 45.46.

This report by Dr. Joachim Hennenhofer, on behalf of the Federation
of German industries, examines the areas vhere research results
would be of the greatest benefit to the country as a whole, the
sectors of R&D requiring systematic goverment support, the
criteria to be applied in their selection, and the tasks facing
German industry in this connection. Provides an extensive
analysis of Germany's present research policy end how it is
likely to change, and recomkands that industry show a greater
interest in these policy matters because of the increasingly
closer relation between R&D and, economic activity.
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47. "Tvo Kinds ar Scientists in China: Maoists Do Well ", Scientific search
v. 2, no. 10, October 1967, PP. 71-72.

Young Mao-oriented scientists doing research in fields that Peking
wants to develop are in positions of increasing authority and
prestige, while others are "under incessant pressure to be converted
to. .the Moist line, and urged to do 'more constructive* research",
according to .7Q Se acientaiito Who have reelgagrblir traveled In Chit.-.1el
Diacludes a brief description of the organization or science, with
estimates of the number of scientists and englieers, and reports
(1) a severe shortage of assistants, technicians, and laboratory
instruments, (2) an emphasis on research projects connected with
defense and modernization, and (3) priority on physics and
chemistry, and a relative neglect of the life sciences.

IC "The 1967 Budget of the German Federal Minibury for Scientific Research",
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Paris, France,
Science Policy Information 3, No. 22913, October 1967, pp. 33-34.

The 1967 budget of DM 1,6754 million is 25.1 percent higher
then the '66 budget, with Dm 8033 (up mu 18209 over 266)

for the "general promotion of the sciences", EM 570.8 (up DM 91.7
over 166) for "nuclear mem research and application", and
DM 286.0 (up 1161 57.9 over 165) for "space research".

119. Beloff, X. "British Univeraties and the Public Purse", Minerva,
v. 5, no. 4, Summer 1967, pp. 520.532.

Discusses the operation of the University Grants Committee
and its infringement on university autoncay, the disadvantages
at the "bloc grant" system for recurrent expenditure, and
the need to MillilliZe dependence upon public swpport.

50. Bergman, E. D., "Technical Stzength For A New Nation", Science and Technology?

no. 72, December 1967, pp. 62-69.

Science policy in Israel, its development and rationalization, and
lessons for other underdeveloped countries: each country rust create
its own science establishments and its aim ways of using science and,
technology; education is the first task that a country has to undertake
in becoming "modern"; "an enlighted government sees science as a
political instrument "; a fallacy of aid programs is "that a country
can be modernized by giving it nuclear reactors and steel mills"; "the
public good. demands that every good research scientist also participate
in educating the young"; dependence on the advanced nations for science
and technology "because of ignorance is intolerable for any country";
in Israel, the "expected fringe benefits in every field of scientific
and technical endeavor have materialized"; and "every new nation
should be pointing its initial atomic-energy work toward. .the
rationalization of agriculture, rather than just the production of
electricity".

51. Christiansen, V. N., "Science and Scientists in China Today", Scientific
Research, v. 2, no. 10, October 1967, pp. 64-68.



A general. description of current science and science policy in Mina 

(the author vas in Peking during 1966.67 advising the Chinese 

Academy of Science on the construction of a radio telescope). 
Cm:elusions include: China "110 longer has to rely on any other 

country for any of its essential, industry or scientific needs"; 

scientific Instrumentation is modern; cultural revolution has had 

no effect on research; no areas of research are being neglected; 
science is viewed as "only ouae iart of htt= activity" with no 

"special place in societe for deiffrattsts; and the ;ettern 
technical education is changing rapidly with emphasis on "a mixture 
of study and productive vork from the secondary schools onward ". 

52. Julius, D. U., "Scientific Policy in the Netherlands" Minerva 

v. 5, no. 4, Sumer 1967, pp. 507.519. 
, , 

Traces the evolution of science policy In the Neth.erlands 
from the 1800es to the present, and describes the current 

institutional system of research including the advisory 
bodies. Discusses some of the shortcomings of the present 

system, and the need for a mechanism other than "judgment 

t peers" to set priorities at a time "then resources can 

no longer keep pace with the nearly explosive expansion of 

demands". 

53. Long, T. D., "Science Policy in apan", OECD Observer, no. 28 

PP. 

, June 1967, 

. 32-37. 

A summary of the OECD review and analysis of Japan's national policr 
for Re, prepared by the rapporteur of the international group of 

experts performing the study. Presents data on the resources and 

f expenditures devoted to R&D, describes the role of government, the 

tools o policy, gove rnnent.spon.sored research, and examines the 

major science policy issues currently confronting Japan. The latter 
are a set of "policy problems which might be called 'second 

generation issues that center on the institutional roles of industr 

higher education and government." 

y, 

516 Odhiambo, T. "East Africa: Science for Developsent", Science v. 158, 

no. 3803, November 17, 1967, pp. 876..;;1. 

Describes the administrative structure for science in East Africa 

("largely a legacy of the colonial interlude". ."lack of 

coordination at a national level". ."less coherent than. Awing 
the colonial period"), summarizes the main weaknesses of the 

administration presents appropriations for different types of 

research, inve4ories scientific research personnel ("about 3000 

trained research workers" in independent countries of Africa), 
describes some of the new science teaching ventures, examines the 

cultural attitude and social philosophy' of Africa that discourages 
"a tradition in science", and recommends a new science policy. 

55. Price, D., "Science and Economic Growth", Chemistry In Britain/ v. 

no. 10, October 1967, pp. 433.436. 

3, 



Recamendations for changes in the U. LIB science policy aimed

at enhancing economise growth: U. K. expenditure on R&D has been

higher than in any other European nation, but its econcay has grown

slowest; discusses and defends military R&D; proposes a reduction

of the present committee to a single advisory committee for civil

science and technology under a single minister; suggests a

greater role for industrial R&D and less for goverment research

establishments, greater emphasis at profitability as an allocation

cz-iteriou, arm., ;avec scientists 4,^eitiot_in in both

government and industry.

56. Trapeznikav, V., "fie Efficienoy_of Science in the Soviet Union", Minerva,

v. 5, no. 4, Summer 1967, pp. 5116-552.

A general "position paper", W the Vice-Clsairman of the State
Committee of the Council of Ministers of 'USSR for Science and Technology,

on the economic value of science (e. g., "each ruble invested in
science. .increases our national Income by one ruble, 45 kopeks"),
criteria for evaluating the work of research institutions, the need

for greater "competition of seientifie and techrological ideas",

the bottle-neck in technological innovation created. by failure to

apply research results, and. the need to shift trading priorities

from equipment and plant to R&D.

57. Varsaisky, 0., "Scientific Colonialism in the Ward Sciences", American

Behavioral Scientist, v. 10, no. 10, June 1967, pp. 22-23.

1stinguishes between "nationally oriented" and "colonialist" research,

with the former referring to research aimed at "caving "technical

problems of special interest to the country concerned", while
"colonialist research is mcrtived by what the most advanced, research

centers of the world deem to be important, regardless of whether the

comtry will benefit from it within the wet century". Colonialist

research dominates in South America: "our subject matters of research,

methods, and theories are imported; our scientists look abroad

for ideas and goals, communicate mach more frequently 'with the

foreign. colleagues, and feel defeated when they cannot publish their

results in foreign journals". It is imposed that developing countries

"start choosing their cern lines of research with an eye to national

problems", sz that a science policy reflecting and reinforcing

national interests be devised. to see that this line is followed.

58. Walsh, J., "ESRO: Space Sciences Research in Europe Suffers Craving

Pains", Science, v. 158, no. 3798, October 13, 1967, pp. 242-243.

A discussion of the problems, progress, and prospects of the

European Spat. Research Organization in which 10 countries

are parbicipau.ng. "Presentation is a salient feature at

Western Europe's space effort. In addition to national progress
of varying bize there are separate intergovernmental organizations

for space sciences, launcher development, and satellite

cIssunications, Urgings toward unification, or at least

rationalization, have been heard for use time".
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59. Wish J., "Euratom: After 10 Tears, Still Seeking the tee, Science,
v. 15U, no. 3797, October 6, 1967, pp. 95.98.

"For use tiae the news of Euratom, the atomic energy organization
of Europe's e8lx,1 has been gloomy. Budget difficulties,
uncertainties about internal structure, and, most important,
questions about the agency's mission hare led any to take a
pessimistic view of Euratom's future. However troubled the
present, Earataass suctions are nevertheless too valuable to
be written off, although its fors say alter considerab37 from
that envisicued 'when the organization vas established a decade
ago." "Enratcaes experience proves, as such as anything, that

miedi)ers are =ready for real eratranational cooperation,
industrially as well as politically."


